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Willful Spirits and Weakened Flesh
Historicizing the Initiation Narrative
in Afro-Cuban Religions
e lizabeth p érez

Abstract
This article examines the ceremonial practice of smallest scale and
greatest prevalence in Afro-Cuban religions: elders’ oral narration
of initiation as an “unchosen choice,” pursued solely as a response
to affliction. This article marshals evidence to show that the conditions of scholars’ involvement in these traditions have contributed
to the dearth of analysis concerning these stories and proposes that
the initiation narrative be classified as a distinct speech genre, with
both traceable historical sources and concrete social effects. Drawing
on several years of ethnographic research, the author contends that
the verbal relation of such narratives has redounded to the enlargement of Afro-Cuban traditions, chiefly by promoting the spirits’
transformative reality and healing power. Both the methodological
critique and theoretical argument are offered in hopes of redirecting
the study of Africana religions toward embodied micropractices that
assist in the gradual coalescence of social identities and subjectivity.

[He] was learning to be a healer as part of his being cured from a deeply
disturbing affliction. In so doing he was going through a cycle of affliction,
salvation, and transformation that seems as eternal as humanity. Yet the
power of this cycle stems not from eternity, but from the active engagement
with history that affliction depends upon for its cure.
— m ic ha e l taus s ig 1
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In the study of Afro-Cuban religious formations, the lion’s share of scholarship
has centered on rites of passage, ceremonial protocols (including dance and the
assembly of altars), and ritual discourse (such as oracular utterances and praise
songs).2 Lucumí, popularly referred to as Santería, continues to generate volumes
of increasingly sophisticated studies elaborating on these themes, not only in the
storied cities of Havana and Regla but also farther to the south, in Oriente, in a
number of North American metropolises, and transnationally.3 Indeed, it was in
a Lucumí community located on the South Side of Chicago that I came to base a
long-term and ongoing ethnographic project on orisha worship. For over twentyfive years, the head of this community, called Ilé Laroye, has been Nilaja Campbell,
a priestess of Eleguá, master of crossroads and messenger of the gods; renowned
orisha praise singer; sixteen-cowries diviner; Spiritist medium; and elder in the
Kongo-inspired tradition Palo Monte. It was within Nilaja’s home—one that
often rang with mischievous laughter—that I became most intimately acquainted
with the institutions documented in the literature on Afro-Cuban religions, as
well as aspects of everyday religious life that have eluded serious analysis.4
One of these was the language that practitioners employ to refer to initiation, both their own and others’. Among the younger members of Ilé Laroye,
including the daughters, nieces, and other family members of elders, it was not
infrequently announced that they were “initiating” me into African American
culture, and that I was becoming “ghetto.”5 Being ghetto was understood at that
moment to be a matter of class more than color; being ghetto, in either the
pejorative or positive senses of the term—cheap, ignorant, and ersatz; or real,
resourceful, and adept at improvisation—did not mean inhabiting a geographical place but, rather, acting in a manner informed by a ghettoized social location.6
I was generally perceived as having a bourgeois, if not “bougie,” upbringing, and
my initiation into “ghettoness” was cast as the result of transformative pedagogical endeavor.7 For instance, after explaining that the nearby Evergreen Mall
has been called “Ever-Black” by residents of the South Side for as long as anyone
could remember, one of my companions interjected, with impeccable comic
timing, “We’re inducting you,” into a style of relating to “ghetto” spaces that had
to be learned, along with modes of bodily carriage, comportment, and internalized dispositions categorized as “ghetto.”8 Signs of my successful initiation into
this radically ambivalent modality of blackness would be teasingly identified
and celebrated, then recalled triumphantly, days (or sometimes months) later.9
One afternoon, Nilaja’s goddaughter Imani Crawford was washing
dishes with me during an ocha birthday when she exclaimed, “Her is ghetto
now. Her initiated!” Imani was describing with approval a recent instance of
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behavior thought to prove, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that my catechesis
was complete. Such initiation was constructed as a vector of power: I was
a subject upon whom overwhelming forces had acted.10 There was no hint
that I or anyone else could have resisted initiation into ghettoness, once
the prospect had been raised, any more than one marked for ocha—that is,
ordination—could possibly refuse it. I cite this hyper-local analogy of cultural and religious initiation not only to illustrate the “tactical essentialism”
occasionally deployed by its African American members, and their appropriation of Lucumí discourse to express emergent, dynamic understandings
of class and racial identity.11 I am also interested in emphasizing that, for all
of my informants, initiation meant acceding to a differentiation and hierarchical ordering of persons in which changes in one’s “socio-ontological”
status were to be confirmed by elders through the assessment of conduct,
not physical appearance.12 And—to arrive at what is the central concern of
this article—no one spoke of initiation as a decision, made with pleasure
or at the behest of reason. It was instead discussed as a sort of unchosen
choice.13
During my first tentative forays into the ethnographic field—first, in
Chicago, Boston, and Miami, then in Havana and Guantánamo—I had made
a point of posing the same question to Lucumí priests: “Why did you get initiated?”14 Beginning with William James in 1902, the scholarship on conversion
had tended to locate causal explanations for religious change in interpersonal
crises or persistent psychological tensions, resolved through the adoption of a
new community’s beliefs and practices.15 I therefore expected my interlocutors to describe their discovery of and eventual commitment to the Lucumí
deities in almost romantic terms, perhaps as a means of recruiting me to their
service. However, again and again, the answers I received made it clear that
they did not get initiated out of desire. In fact, the elders recounted their resistance to initiation in extravagant detail, emphasizing their initial hostility to
the Lucumí tradition rather than their espousal of its spirits. Conceptualized
theologically as a wedding between divine husband and human wife, ocha was
portrayed not as the sacralization of a love match but as an arranged marriage
or ritualized bride abduction. As in Ilé Laroye, initiates said they only surrendered to the orishas because they faced incapacitating infirmity or adversity,
and ocha stood the only chance of saving them. Ordination into the priesthood
was framed as an alternative of “last resort.”16
Shifting my focus, then, to the autobiographical stories of initiates, my
purpose in this article is to establish that the oral narration of initiation as
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an “unchosen choice” is the ritual practice simultaneously of smallest scale
and greatest prevalence in Lucumí. I argue that the initiation narrative constitutes a distinct speech genre and may be observed across Black Atlantic
traditions, although the metaphors enlisted to articulate the exigency of
priestly service to the spirits differs depending on practitioners’ sociocultural
milieu. In other words, while few may analogize getting initiated and becoming ghetto, elders consistently reproduce a conventional communicative pattern that calls out for greater attention. I begin by summarizing the main
features of ocha and delineating the norms governing the recitation of initiation narratives. I draw on my ethnographic fieldwork to explore one story in
depth and contend that accounts such as these have combined with other ritual performances to grind the hermeneutical lenses used to discern affliction,
interpret illness as a symptom of nascent vocation, and present ordination as
the ultimate healing ritual. After briefly considering the reasons that these
stories remain under-theorized in the scholarship on Afro-diasporic religions, I conclude by suggesting some possible historical antecedents for the
speech genre they comprise.
My principal objective is to reorient the study of Black Atlantic religions toward an interrogation of religious micropractices, in particular those
that progressively implicate their performers in the material and conceptual
worlds of virtuosi. This project is intended to complement, rather than supplant, sociologically informed efforts to track the transnational social and cultural networks that link practitioners to their communities.17 Both are of the
essence, for the scholarly agenda concerning these traditions has tended to be
nudged along by religious authorities, and the academic and popular literature
on Lucumí has thus far provided a series of comprehensive yet diagrammatic
mappings of the religion almost exclusively from the point of view of ordained
elders—often from that of initiated scholars themselves.18 Many of the resulting investigations have given short shrift to devotees’ qualms concerning their
ritual interventions, refrained from problematizing their autobiographical
narratives, and left the somewhat misleading impression that practitioners
understand the strictures imposed on them exclusively according to West
African Yorùbá precedents. As a result, the question of religious subject formation has been elided, and the texture of embodied experience flattened.
In addition to compiling data that might engender more complex future
scholarship, the methodological critique that follows aims to be instructive not only for scholars of Africana traditions but also for those engaged
in the study of religion more generally, for it exposes analytical blind spots
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unintentionally created by academics’ involvement in the communities they
research. Contemporary historians of religions in particular have tended
to concentrate on rituals amenable to analysis as containers of “meaning,”
defined by a religious elite, and extrapolated from their placement within
cultural systems, often themselves delineated by those advantageously situated within the economy of secrecy and power within their respective traditions.19 We have only begun to examine modalities of religious praxis that
assist in the gradual coalescence of practitioners’ social identities and religious subjectivity. Accordingly, the approach undertaken here connects the
everyday acquisition of a spirit idiom in informal conversation to processes
of religious self-fashioning among practitioners with varying levels of status.
It enters through the door that has been left open for critical, praxeological,
and reflexive accounts more attentive to the subtle transformations of both
persons and objects in religious life.

Initiation as Ritual Process
It is a far cry from informal affiliation with a Lucumí community to initiation. In the most basic terms, Lucumí initiation denotes the ritual process that
effects entry into the priesthood of the tradition. As the principal vehicle for
obtaining seniority, and thus eldership, within houses of orisha worship, it is
what Pierre Bourdieu has called a “rite of institution.”20 It has long been performed after practitioners have undergone a series of rites du passage, including
ceremonial receipt of the beaded necklaces called elekes and the consecrated
embodiment of the Warrior orishas and the spirit Olokún. Synonymous with
“ordination,” initiation turns mere aborishas, or “servants of the orishas,” into
olorishas, “owners of the orishas,” since priests are given the ritual sacra of several deities, newly consecrated through sacrifice. This sacra not only represents
but is thought to personify materially gods of the Lucumí pantheon, including an initiate’s tutelary deity, and it numbers among the objects that must be
present in order to initiate others. Practitioners describe the means devised
to bring the priest and her orishas into being through initiation using metaphors of pregnancy, parturition, and motherhood; both new priests and spirits
are said to be “born” through ocha. This language reflects the social fact that
initiations ensure the religious community’s reproductivity, guaranteeing the
endurance of its most durable forms of sociality even after the deaths of its
immediate leaders.
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Initiation takes place over the course of a week, wherein neophytes
undergo a series of transformative ordeals that have been quite extensively
documented: they are ritually secluded, stripped of old clothes, immersed in a
river, fed unfamiliar foods, and have their heads shaved and painted in preparation for the inducement of spirit possession.21 On the day after their ritual
objects have been consecrated, called the “Middle Day,” initiates are dressed as
their patron orishas and introduced to select visitors from outside the community. In the next day’s divination, called itá, initiates are bestowed new priestly
titles and issued unique aggregates of sartorial, gastronomical, and behavioral
taboos that must be observed for the rest of their lives.22 None of this can
occur before the neophytes are declared symbolically dead, however, through
such means as tabooing their given names and referring to each of them individually as aboku, “the dead one.” In order to be born as a priest, a practitioner’s
identity must be sacrificed, as literally as possible without physically injuring
the body soon to become a vessel for the vital energy and primordial substance of the spirits, termed aché. For the ill and otherwise suffering, healing is
thought to begin with this death, and with the demise of old ways of feeling,
behaving, and understanding, to be remade radically through the rigors of the
first year of initiation.
Throughout this calendar year, initiates will be referred to neither by
their religious titles nor by their given names; among other Lucumí practitioners, an initiate will be called simply iyawo, or “wife” of the spirits.23 This is the
case regardless of the priests’ gender, sex, or sexual orientation; the year itself
is termed iyaworaje. In some communities, iyawos are prohibited from seeing
themselves in mirrors for the first three months, until after they have offered
a ritual sacrifice called the ebó meta—sometimes made long after three months’
time, bearing in mind the financial cost of this ceremony.24 In the words of
one initiate, an iyawo goes from infant to toddler after the three-months’ ebó,
which confers new privileges: after eating only on a woven mat, with her legs
splayed in front of her, the iyawo may sit on a chair for meals; after three
months of nearly head-to-toe coverage, save for her face, the iyawo may wear
short sleeves, comb and cut her hair, and let her head go bare for short periods of time. The orishas’ physical position within an iyawo’s home echoes the
latter’s religious state, for until the three months’ ebó, an initiate is unable to
lift her orishas from the floor; they rest on it in their vessels as if asleep, and
they cannot be aroused for ceremonial purposes. After the ebó, they are lifted
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from the ground and onto altars, signaling that they have arisen from their
slumber.
For the rest of the year, however, the iyawo is still not allowed to be photographed; eat from china and silverware other than her own special set; go
out after sunset, unless accompanied by a godparent; imbibe alcohol; spend
time in crowded or noisy public places, such as shopping malls; use scented
soaps, deodorants, and other toiletries; and have sexual intercourse, unless she
is married. The iyawo must sleep on white sheets and pillows and attend to
her godparents whenever they call on her. Priests sometimes expound on the
theological purpose of these regulatory practices, yet it is indisputably the case
that disrupting an initiate’s daily routines and curtailing her movements act to
assert ritual godparents’ kinship and seniority, redrawing her bonds of affiliation, sentiment, and obligation within the boundaries of the religious community. The iyawo must in effect withdraw herself from circulation, as when
she must refuse to be handed anything and instead request that objects—such
as spare change at a grocery store—be set down on another surface first. She
cannot touch anyone, even socially, but blood relatives, spouses, and other
initiates. This attitude announces to her social world that the iyawo expects
different treatment after initiation and that her role within it has changed
irreversibly. She no longer occupies the place she once did.
Both the ethnographic record and my own research suggest that elders
intend for the iyawo period to support the cultivation of diverse forms of virtue, in the conventional meaning of the term. Apart from humility, patience,
and integrity, the qualities to be fostered include the willingness to assume
gender roles associated with the opposite sex in ritual performance, the control of “involuntary” physical responses (for instance, in spirit possession and
animal sacrifice), and the capacity for reasoned critique in defense of communal norms. Elders also promote initiation as fostering virtues in the archaic
sense, as “powers,” and as those capacities for ethical action inculcated by corporeal training that Talal Asad has called “moral potentialities.”25 As an iyawo
copes with both drastic yet temporary restrictions shared by most new initiates, and lifelong strictures exclusive to her, such virtues are supposed to take
firm root. For all of my ethnographic interlocutors, the virtue of obedience was
stressed, and after initiation, elders interpreted an iyawo’s behavioral submission to them as a sign of the ritual’s felicity and of a corresponding elevation in
the neophyte’s “socio-ontological” status.26
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The Initiation Narrative as Speech Genre
While the initiation ritual, the iyawo year, and these traditions’ role in the life
of a religious community have animated a number of pioneering studies, the
scholarship on Lucumí has yet to grapple with a fundamental irony: the vast
majority of practitioners have been initiated as adults and may thus be categorized as converts, but they almost invariably have said that they “made ocha”
without wanting to do so. In textual records of elders’ narratives, as in my own
research, illness and injury have been the main catalysts for initiation. Rather
than sing the praises of the tradition in recounting their ordinations, practitioners have professed themselves alarmed by the financial burden imposed
by ocha, suspicious of elders’ ulterior motives, and wary of its reputation as a
witchcraft cult for the destitute and credulous. Their resistance is invariably
recalled as futile—even dangerous to their health. In the seminal 1954 study
El monte: Igbo finda, ewe orisha, vititi nfinda, Lydia Cabrera was the first to record
multiple accounts of rebellion against the orishas’ wishes for practitioners to
become initiated, but she was certainly not the last.27 The ethnographic literature on Afro-Cuban religions is replete with such stories. They are most
pronounced in texts reliant on oral histories as a means of ascertaining practitioners’ points of entry into Lucumí.
The stylistic and linguistic conventions of the initiation narrative are so
widely observed that they can be said to form their own category of verbal
composition or “speech genre.” A speech genre is defined as a type of utterance that shares both the thematic concerns and situational context for the
performance of similar communicative acts.28 The stability of speech genres
over time derives, in part, from the frequency of their recurrence within
groups or among members of particular social strata. In his early study of
speech genres, Mikhail Bakhtin gave the example of the military command
and oral business contract; the courtroom jury summation, Roman Catholic
confession, and the individual therapy session and self-help meeting mandated in drug addiction programs are a few others.29 Those competent in a
speech genre may not realize that they are replicating a well-worn pattern,
yet the relatively predictable structure of a given utterance assists in rendering it intelligible and generating meaning. Speech genres are far from fixed,
however. Novelty may be introduced spontaneously into the expectations,
sequential organization, content, rhetorical form, or physical circumstances
of a speech event, to dazzling ideological and intersubjective effect.30
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Despite the constraints imposed by conversational discourse, speech genres
expand and contract according to the needs of individuals and the institutions they inhabit.
Social actors tend to appropriate the speech genres of those whose beliefs
and practices align with their own.31 This observation seems to be particularly accurate with regard to religious specialists and virtuosi. In the literature
on prophets and shamans, for instance, they often claim to have resisted the
pull of their vocations until brought to a crisis. While Lucumí priests’ stories
bear a family resemblance to those of healers in other cultures, certain features are specific to their experience within Afro-Cuban religions and merit
consideration on their own terms.32 Their oral narratives have been rife with
admissions of aversion not only to ocha itself, but also to discharging the functions of priesthood, such as officiating during initiations for protégés, termed
“godchildren,” and performing divinations. In the mid-1980s, for instance,
one of David H. Brown’s informants told him that, when approached to serve
as a ritual sponsor for ocha, he has been liable to respond,
“I don’t want any more godchildren! I’m tired of this shit, I told you
I never wanted to [get initiated], and every time I don’t want to [officiate another ocha], everybody tricks me into making it. The Saints and
everybody are always blackmailing me into doing something, I’m sick
of it. I don’t go to nobody’s house, I don’t do readings. . . .” And as you
can see, every one of [the initiations over which I have presided] has
been a trick. I just look at him [my patron orisha] and I say, “Boy, you
really know how to screw me don’t you.” And everything that comes
to my house is this way. I don’t go out looking for it. I don’t read [the
cowrie shells oracle], I do nothing, it’s brought by other people.33
I would contend that only the vehemence and profanity of this diatribe
is unusual.
In the scholarship on Afro-Cuban traditions, the spirits most frequently
accused of extortionary behavior—and indicted in tirades peppered with
obscenities—are the ritually enslaved spirits nfumbi, of Palo Monte. The elder
above appears to put himself in the role of his orisha’s nfumbi, a manipulated, ritually objectified bondsman, performing alienated labor for his deified masters.34 Although Lucumí practitioners have characteristically depicted
their relationships with the orishas in terms more heavily reliant on idioms of
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familial intimacy and mutual nurturance, the historical record shows that their
occasional complaints have not differed very dramatically, regardless of devotees’ gender, race, or ethnicity. Nilaja Campbell instructed her godchildren,
“Don’t recommend me to nobody.”35 Quoting Bing Crosby’s character in White
Christmas (1954), Nilaja told visitors that initiation “costs somewhere ‘between
ouch and boing.’”36 This was an onomatopoetic way of conveying the painful surprises involved in supplying the herbs, vessels, cloth, sacrificial animals,
travel expenses of visiting priests, ritual fees (achedís), food, and myriad other
objects needed for ocha and the neophyte’s post-ceremonial seclusion. As Mary
Cuthrell Curry put it, “If a person decides to make ocha, (some people resist
this decision for years, some perhaps indefinitely) then they have an expensive
proposition ahead of them.”37
Another indispensable component of the “initiation narrative” speech
genre is the assertion that, despite the financial, emotional, and social price to
be paid for becoming a priest, the orishas literally saved one’s life. There is a
“speech genre among practitioners analogous to ‘being saved,’” although “salvation” for priests has not entailed redemption from sin but, rather, a reprieve
from an impending death sentence, whether imposed by illness or calamity.38
Some elders, such as my interlocutor Yomí Yomí, cited oracular speech as
proving decisive in their understanding of ocha as a ritual death and rebirth
that staves off physical mortality. In one typical exchange, Yomí Yomí referred
to both the divinatory sign, or odu, cast for her in her itá, and the pronouncement of an Espiritista:
EP: You said to me before . . . that you feel like the religion saved
your life.
YY: It did. My [priestly] name, “Yomí Yomí,” means “salvation.” And
my odu, and my odu in . . . ocha is, “The debt is paid.” I know Yemayá
saved my life. Well, my health is [still] an issue, but I was one time at
[a Spiritist medium’s home], and this other babaláwo who was a palero
too, he was sitting there in the basement. . . . All of a sudden it was like
[the medium’s] muerto [or possessing spirit] just came down on him—
we were just sitting there chit-chatting—and he said, “If you didn’t
make ocha, you’d be dead.” See, I get those confirmation messages,
and you may get them six years down the line—that’s when mine was
given to me—but they’ll come.39
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This statement strongly resembles other initiates’ recollections, particularly in
its characterization of ocha as the life-prolonging settlement of a balance with
the orishas.

The Emplotment of Affliction in the Initiation Narrative
As has been documented for other West and Central African-inspired
religious formations, in Lucumí “affliction is potentially a boon, not merely
a present pain, for it is the royal road to ritual eminence in a cult.”40 In the
course of my research among not only African American, but also Latino/a and
Anglo practitioners, a lone interlocutor told me that she was “crowned” simply out of what she called “love” for the tradition. Even those whose families
were involved in Lucumí did not say they wanted to get initiated. In fact, these
were the cases in which ocha was initially opposed with the greatest tenacity.
Tomás Fernández Robaina asserts that in colonial and early Republican Cuba,
“one only initiated a person as a santero, babaláwo, or palero who really needed to
enter the religion for reasons of health, or in the search for material or spiritual
improvement.”41 However, in relating their experiences, initiates in Ilé Laroye,
as in other communities, did not say that they made ocha in the pursuit of any
concrete result but release from affliction, and attributed not merely their
well-being but their very existence to the intervention of the orishas. 42 Oral
performances tended to progress from the onset of unexplainable and ineradicable symptoms; frustrated appeals to medical authorities; struggle against the
suggestion of initiation; to eventual acquiescence.43
In their autobiographies, initiates have vividly described the symptoms
of corporeal affliction, signs from the spirits they said that they had been
determined to ignore or did not yet understand how to decipher. My interlocutors have told of disease and injury, of sudden diminishments of vigor,
lingering infections, temporary paralysis, nausea, unpredictable lapses of
consciousness, and heart-stopping medical diagnoses in which they were
warned that “the hole in the ground is open, waiting for [your] body,” forcing them to conclude, “If I stay the way I am, I am going to die . . . not too
long.”44 Such stories are not exceptional, and find corroboration among practitioners consulted by scholars throughout the twentieth century. Rodolpho
Martin, a Cuban priest interviewed by John Mason, told him with reference
to the pre-Revolutionary period,
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Look, in those days everybody cooperated. You never had to give
anyone a tip [for assisting in an ocha]. No, No, they’d tell you when you
offered. The majority of them were poor and made their initiations
to avoid that which cripples you (sicknesses).45
It is difficult to gauge the veracity of Martin’s claim, as much a critique of contemporary mores as a comment on the relationship between health and ocha.
Yet it would be even harder to transcribe an oral history from an initiate that
did not contain some version of the following statement: “One makes saint for
two reasons: for health or because one is born with that [oracular] sign, with
the odu to walk down that path, whether we like it or not.”46
Theresa Varela documents several contemporary examples of initiation
for health in the context of practitioners’ struggles with HIV/AIDS and cancer. Varela’s informant Tanía explained,
My brother . . . who had been a priest in Santería for many years,
did a spiritual reading for me. We were instructed, spiritually, that
I should be initiated into the religion of Santería in order to save my
life. Everything just hit the fan. I’d gone to readings and to misas but
here I was being told that before I had the mastectomy, I had to be
initiated, to make Santo. I had to get crowned to save my life. I really
didn’t know anything about the religion. I asked, what’s that? What’s
Santo? And I was told it would save my life and I went for it. Santería
turned out to be the most beautiful thing.47
Other scholars have recorded similar narratives, underscoring either their
animus toward or unfamiliarity with Lucumí, before they realized that ocha is
the healing ritual par excellence. 48 Although initiates generally refrain from
setting forth the precise mechanics of their restoration to health, elders of
Ilé Laroye maintained that in the initiatory rite of investiture, the heads and
bodies of iyawos were “sealed” corporeally by the aché of their orishas. Most
academic accounts of initiation have focused on the placement of consecrated
substances on the freshly shaved and incised head of the initiate, but according
to David H. Brown, the ritual has engaged the entirety of the body. The efficacy of “Santo” has depended, Brown argues, on forging a connection between
the energies of the earth and heaven, as between the lower half of the body and
its upper limit.49
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In accounts depicting corporeal affliction as a catalyst for initiation,
practitioners have emphasized the puzzling, supernatural nature of their
somatic complaints, and that the suffering they endured lay beyond the
skill of allopathic physicians to diagnose or assuage. These testimonials have
dramatized the misrecognition of both the narrators and their doctors, the
“men of science” whose inability to detect the hands of the orishas in their
patients’ torments symbolizes the limitations not only of biomedicine, but
also of Enlightenment-derived secular epistemologies more generally. Tomás
Fernández Robaina records the story of an Abakuá initiate named Tato, whose
narrative is a case in point. Tato said that he grew up in a family of Lucumí
practitioners, and while he did not hesitate to pay for his young son’s ocha when
illness threatened his life, he was loath to invest in his own after he began
experiencing deep pain and fatigue:
Thirteen years passed after [my son’s initiation] before they did the
same to me. I didn’t have another choice. Health problems. I felt
very tired, without enough energy even to walk; I didn’t go to see
my brothers in [the Afro-Cuban secret society] Abakuá or go to our
gatherings because of how bad I felt. That made me feel bad, very
bad with myself. I went to the doctor, and after he reviewed the tests,
he told me that I didn’t have anything serious, a little anemia, nothing more, and something in my spine. . . . But none of these ailments
caused my major illness. Because I pestered him too much about my
suffering, they referred me to a psychiatrist.50
Tato was diagnosed with hypochondria, and his wife suggested that he consult a diviner, offering the opinion that his condition might improve with
initiation.
As Kristina Silke Wirtz writes, the narrators of such stories are adamant that they adopted commonsense courses of action before pursuing
ritual intervention.51 In consulting the medical establishment first, the narrator enhances his portrayal of himself as a reasonable—rather than naïve or
gullible—person by showing his awareness of some ritual specialists’ nefarious motives.52 Accordingly, Tato said that he was dismayed to hear that his
son would need to undergo initiation since he was well aware of the way
some Lucumí ritual specialists profit from their clients’ desperation. He also
claims that he was uneager to follow his son into the religion because he was
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torn between his desire for wellness and his social obligations to his Abakuá
fraternal group:
But the Abakuás don’t have any remedy so that one might alleviate
one’s pains, besides [those that] help you with money and with
friends, those can facilitate your stay in a hospital or money for medicine. . . . Because of that, there was no other path [open to me] but
to make saint; that’s how I was initiated into Santería as an Abakuá.53
The distinction Tato draws between Santería and Abakuá is instructive. The
word used for remedy, remedio, means both “recourse” and “medical remedy,”
implying that, although his Abakuá group operates as a mutual aid society,
he perceives Lucumí as holding a monopoly on the resources necessary for
healing. While complying with the directives of ocha could have reduced the
amount of time he was available to devote to Abakuá and strain relationships
with his brethren, Tato assures his interlocutor—and Fernández Robaina’s
readers—that ocha was the only avenue open to him.
Tato’s choice of words—“there was no other path”—was not coincidental. The
depiction of a choice as a “path” by practitioners is not merely a linguistic
trope, but an emplotment device.54 It is also a chronotope, a spatiotemporal
figuration that has historically organized the perception and representation of
reality for servants of the orishas, themselves understood in terms of “roads”
or manifestations.55 The chronotope of the path in the Lucumí tradition fuses
the ideas of egress, progress, itinerary, circuit, milestone (or “turning point”),
and way, in the sense of both “thoroughfare” and modus vivendi.56 Multivalent iconographic, mythological, and ritual condensations of these concepts
have been generated in this chronotopic matrix, as epitomized by the figure
of Eleguá, the orisha with no less than twenty-one “paths”; “owner” of human
feet, and by extension, all perambulation; and master of intersections and
thresholds, prime sites for life-altering “meeting, separation, collision, [and]
escape.”57 While Mikhail Bakhtin focuses on the road as the vehicle of fate or
chance, in Lucumí narratives, the path embodies the divinatory paradox of
destiny as both multi-determined and preordained. The proverbs of sixteencowries divination are strewn with paths, and its verses are said to “walk the
earth” the instant the shells are thrown.58
In practitioners’ accounts of their “journeys” to initiation, they have
repeatedly incorporated the image of the road as a place of transition, where
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time momentarily stops, and its recommencement propels narrators in
unexpected directions. To offer only one of many examples, when one interlocutor related his initiation story to me, he remembered Eleguá saying in a
dream, “Hey! . . . I cleared the road for you. Are you ready to walk?”59 Yet for initiates, the road symbolizes the possibility of becoming disoriented and getting
lost, as well as advancing. They maintain that Eleguá both removes impediments from practitioners’ paths and ignores them, depending on whether he
has received the proper offering. For Bakhtin, the road, as a chronotopic motif,
pertains to “the adventure novel of everyday life,” composed according to the
theme of metamorphosis:
Metamorphosis or transformation is a mythological sheath for the
idea of development—but one that unfolds not so much in a straight
line as spasmodically, a line with “knots” in it, one that therefore constitutes a distinctive type of temporal sequence.60
So it has been in accounts of initiation, where the path to ocha has tended to be
constructed as bumpy, narrow, and tortuous. In verbally retracing their steps,
practitioners have paused to recollect past blunders—not listening to advice
from practitioners, refusing to recognize the interconnectedness of their misfortunes—and the gradual diminishment of their options until there was only
one choice left. It was not between going one way or another; rather, it was
between following the orishas or coming to a complete standstill, that is, death.

One Autobiography
Once the orixá calls, there is no other path to take.
— m ã e m e n i n i n h a de g a n toi s 6 1

Most of the elders I met through, and within, Ilé Laroye between 2000 and
2010—including Cuban elders from Miami and Anglo practitioners based in
the suburbs of Detroit—maintained that they had struggled with initiation. The
narrative recounted by Nilaja in January 2006 was a paradigm of the genre,
portraying not only initiates’ gradual acceptance of the orishas’ claims over
their persons—characteristically pressed with ever-increasing ardor—but also
their use of both medical and social situations as evidence adduced to sustain
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the validity of their decisions.62 Nilaja told me that her interest in Afro-Cuban
religions had begun in the early 1980s, when she was babysitting for a Latino
family involved in Lucumí: “I thought they were crazy.”63 She had met the family’s godmother, and her “first impression was not good,” yet she came to feel
“there was something calling [her] to [the religion].” One afternoon, after the
family had gone elsewhere to perform a ritual for Shangó, she saw the vision of a
man dancing toward her; he was wearing a crown on his head and a fringe of raffia at his waist. Nilaja maintained that this apparition arrived prior to her awareness of this orisha’s iconographical representation as crowned and dancing, and
of his privileged role in ocha. She came to believe that Shangó had materialized in
order to lead her down the path of initiation, because “[she] had been searching
for something all the time.”64
In this discussion as in others, Nilaja emphasized that since childhood
she had longed for a religion that made the most of her talents and aptitudes.
After her disenchantment with Roman Catholicism and other Christian
denominations, she became fascinated by Buddhism and, for a time, by the
Black Hebrew Israelites. She felt an affinity with Haitian Vodou and sought
out a temple, finding one in Indiana, where she underwent the first level of
initiation called hounsi canzo. She began entertaining serious doubts about the
community at the same time she met the man later to become her godfather
in ocha. Then she fell ill, and her first major indication that “something was
wrong” with her religious family was that the healing rituals performed by
her mambo did not succeed in improving her condition. She was diagnosed
with an ectopic pregnancy and “was still alive by the grace of God” only
because her fallopian tube had not ruptured, but she was given six months to
live due to her response to the surgery. “I definitely could see myself separating from my body,” Nilaja said. This episode was not sufficient to precipitate
her flight from the group, however: “I was feeling that I had to get initiated—
why, I don’t know.” She leaned on the memory of her late grandmother for
strength, and continued to “give [her Vodou community] the benefit of the
doubt.”
When she left the hospital, she was drawn to a Lucumí community headed
by a white Cuban initiate as well as another led by an Afrocentric African
American figure.65 When she visited the latter’s community in Detroit to
consult a diviner, she was informed that her ancestors were displeased with
her and that if she returned to the “white guy” she would become ill once
again. Although she and other black nationalist practitioners “had [their]
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own ideology”—she wanted to get initiated in “African garb” rather than the
“creole style” favored by Lucumí practitioners—this obvious recruitment ploy
enraged her. Nilaja felt, “I am learning this religion; if this guy is going to tell
me this, I’m through [with the entire group].” On the drive home to Illinois
with her spouse, she continued to stew over the priests’ presumption: “How
are they going to tell me about my ancestors?” Just then, they were pulled
over by police because her husband was speeding. Ironically, they were both
dressed in Yorùbá-style clothing, and her fear of police harassment was so
great that she silently appealed to the spirit of her late grandmother, promising her that if they were to emerge unscathed from the encounter, she would
“go right to the [white] guy and get initiated.” The officer told them that they
could go.
This was only one turning point in her journey to becoming a priestess of
Eleguá, however. She had been told that the “owner” of her head was Obatalá,
and then that she was Yemayá’s child.66 About the time that she gave birth to
her son—thus putting an end to a series of miscarriages—Yemayá addressed
Nilaja through a woman able to mount spirits in the Spiritist rituals called
misas blancas. She instructed Nilaja to do a cleansing so that she would not need
surgery, because it would go badly. Nilaja ignored her advice, assuming that
she had time to weigh her options, and soon thereafter found herself in the
hospital with another tubal pregnancy. The operation to remove the fallopian
obstruction did not go well, and she was instructed to eat normally before her
system was prepared to deal with solid food, leading to nausea and vomiting. At the same time, the incision was refusing to heal, and her stitches were
coming apart. Nilaja was a “terrible patient,” acting uncooperative because she
wanted to go home. After her ordeal, she went to her godfather—the “white
guy”—and, to her surprise, he determined that her tutelary deity was Eleguá.
She had to return to the hospital once again, and for protection, her godfather
told her to put a glass of water by her bed and pray to this orisha. She did so,
but also used it to administer a sort of religious paternity test, challenging him,
“if [you are] my father, get me out of the hospital.” She was out in the number
of days that Eleguá governs: three.
When Nilaja was informed that she had to return to the hospital in order
to resolve what had been diagnosed as an intestinal problem, she tried strenuously to avoid surgery, but when she inquired about it through sixteen-cowries
divination, she was told to go through with it. Nilaja also interpreted it as a
positive sign that her doctor’s surname turned out to be Shangold, confirming
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for her the presence of Shangó in her personal struggle. She had been told
in divination that in the surgery, her attending physicians would go after one
thing and come out with something else; accordingly, instead of an intestinal abnormality, her doctors discovered the remains of another, previously
undetected tubal pregnancy. This was the third time that oracular speech from
the orishas had proven correct—at least to her satisfaction—thus reinforcing
her perception that she had chosen the right godparent. In anticipation of
the next medical procedure, she also received the ritual paraphernalia of Inle
and Babalú Ayé, following the precedent of receiving these addimú, or auxiliary, orishas in order to improve one’s health. Nilaja credited them with her
survival: “Inle and Babalú Ayé saved my life. I shouldn’t be alive.”67 It was thus
with both astonishing understatement and aplomb that Nilaja had announced
at the start of our conversation, “I didn’t come to the religion because I had
[health] issues, but I did have issues.”

Narrative Transformations
Although Nilaja was initiated approximately six months after pouring out
her first glass of water to Eleguá, her story was far from a linear one. She
related instead the piecemeal acquisition of a hermeneutic, or an interpretive frame of reference, that she adopted to read her body as exhibiting
symptoms of the orishas’ possession. She portrayed herself as afflicted by
physical complaints as well as social scourges—the threat of racist violence,
on the one hand, and the limitations of Afrocentrism, on the other. To the
extent that Nilaja presented herself as changing in the course of her narrative, it was in her growing ability to recognize key moments of adversity as
“knots” to be unraveled: indexical signs of the orishas’ clamor for recognition. In this, she hewed closely to the theme of metamorphosis favored by
Lucumí practitioners, among other converts. As Bakhtin put it, “metamorphosis serves as a basis for a method of portraying the whole of an individual’s life in its more important moments of crisis: for showing how an individual
becomes other than what he is.”68 Her crises led to a chain of revelations akin to
anagnorises in classical drama, crucial discoveries made through hardship.69
The peripeteia of rebirth through ocha, accompanied by renewed health,
comes with the concomitant realization of the orishas’ reality and that of
her identity as their child.
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Of the many descriptions of religious transformation assayed in analyses
of conversion narratives, the initiation stories of Lucumí practitioners such
as Nilaja most closely match Huon Wardle’s, portrayed as “an experience of
disambiguation, spiritual commitment, and semantic closure,” in which the
“narrative of religious calling and engagement . . . describes a sequence of
moments of experience understood in decreasingly ambiguous ways.”70 When
Nilaja started her story, she seemed to “subjunctivize [her] reality,” appreciating the possibility of understanding major events in her life according to
multiple frames of reference.71 She depicted herself testing them out, as if
sitting in an optometrist’s chair while one lens after another flips before her
eyes, until she hits on the degree of magnification that her vision of herself
requires. The ambiguating social practices that had permitted her access to
a wide range of resources and relationships were cast as failing to fulfill her
twin quests for self-definition and well-being. In her telling, the ambiguity, or blurriness, of her existence—perhaps augmented due to the “worlddestroying” effects of agonizing pain—resolved itself only with the adoption
of Lucumí as a semiotic system through which her existence finally achieved
“spatio-temporal order and teleological significance.”72 Accordingly, Nilaja
remembered her affiliation with her godfather’s Lucumí community displacing other sources of meaning, and she imbued her recollection of religious
groups with distance and critique.
The rupture with her past was not total, however, nor was the closure
final. “It is the economy proper to metamorphosis,” Italo Calvino wrote of
Ovid’s epic, “which demands that the new forms should recover the materials
of the old ones as far as possible.”73 Tracey E. Hucks has characterized black
religion in terms of “religious coexistence and dual or multiple religious allegiance,” and scholars of Black Atlantic traditions have written at length on the
necessity of negotiating different traditions in heterogeneous religious environments throughout the Americas.74 This experience was reflected in Nilaja’s
narrative: Nilaja maintained that during her most perilous episode of illness
prior to receiving Inle and Babalú Ayé, it was her current husband ‘Tunde’s
devotion to St. Jude and persistence in offering prayers for her in Roman
Catholic churches—rather than the intervention of any orisha—that probably
extended her life. Yet her story corresponded to her “disambiguation” by progressively shedding human characters such as ‘Tunde and her religious mentors
and replacing them with divine agents; by the end, the orishas alone possess
momentum, purpose, and energy—aché, in other words. The feats performed
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by Inle and Babalú Ayé eclipse those of her physicians; Dr. Shangold does not
restore her confidence in the medical profession, but instead, confirms her
faith in Shangó.75
There are as many types of religious transformation as there are
traditions, with practitioners telling stories that accent human agency to
a greater or lesser degree—representing personal change as an achievement as opposed to an undeserved gift, for instance, or vice versa—as well
as expressing different configurations of personhood, institutional values,
and descriptions of the arc of divine involvement in the process.76 In most
cases, privileged stories, such as conversion narratives, recapitulate religious
ideology or a tradition’s internal logic.77 Accordingly, I would submit that
Lucumí initiation narratives are as much a product of socialization into
a community and its repertoire of spatiotemporal practices as ocha itself.
Since priests have enforced a code of secrecy regarding ceremonial procedures, the understanding of its curative effect among the uninitiated has
derived not from detailed verbal elaborations of the ritual, but from recollections of its outcome: the stories elders have related about their own
illnesses and the orishas’ role in their affliction and recovery. Initiation narratives have consistently placed orishas in telling relationship to practitioners’ bodies—much as eyewitness accounts might place a suspect at a crime
scene—thus demonstrating the manner and degree of the spirits’ implication in the mundane world.78
In order to grasp the rhetorical significance of affliction in such narratives as Nilaja’s, it is necessary to contemplate not only the emplotment of maladies and the pursuit of cures, but also the circumstances that
formed the context for initiates’ storytelling. Elders in Ilé Laroye shared
their experiences from the perspective of those professed to be healed by
the orishas and regarded as healers themselves. The definition of “healer”
within the community was analogous to “master of transformative ritual
power,” broadly conceived. Enacting their expertise, priests told me again
and again that they saw their actions as falling under the rubric of “healing,” whether they excelled in collecting herbs, mounting spirits, memorizing praise-songs, turning sacrificial animals into meals for the orishas, or
teaching (“the healing of ignorance,” as Hasim once put it).79 One aspect
of their identity-formation as healers involved the redaction of genealogies that privileged ancestors reputed to possess mystically endowed healing abilities, as in misas blancas.80 The relation of initiation narratives may be
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viewed as another rite of self-fashioning that molds elders’ perceptions of
themselves, bearing in mind that religious subjectivity is continually in the
process of accomplishment.81

The Initiation Narrative and the Scholarship on
Afro-Cuban Religions
Those who do not believe in saints cannot be cured by the miracles of saints.
— a le jo ca r p e n t i e r 82

The initiation narrative has yet to excite substantial interest in the writing
on Afro-Cuban religions due to several factors. The first of these is the overwhelming emphasis that has been placed on accounting for the continued survival, if not the globalization, of Lucumí in revolutionary Cuba and the United
States.83 Particularly after the Mariel boatlift of 1980, the literature on orisha
worship chiefly sought to quantify the amount of “syncretism” operative in
Afro-diasporic initiatory traditions and situate their growth within economic
and sociocultural macro-trends.84 The latter included the increased politicization of black religious identity in the wake of the civil rights movement,
greater geographical mobility and improved communication technologies
among practitioners, and the expanded transnational market for Africaninspired cultural production. Such research created an historical record of
inestimable value by ceding precedence to the viewpoints of informants, but
it tended to replicate their discourses of “auto-legitimation” by elucidating
orisha worship in terms of self-empowerment and resistance.85 While earlier
writings predicated upon the “secularization thesis” cited social deviance or
psychological pathology to explain conversion to Lucumí, these studies joined
converts themselves in presenting initiation as an indictment of their political
oppression and material privations.86
A significant subset of this research sought to explore Lucumí’s potential
as an alternative medical system and to explain its popularity in Latino communities through an appeal to its social and therapeutic efficacy.87 Initiation
narratives have largely conduced to the interpretation of ocha in these terms,
and not in the service of inquiry into the discursive construction of healing as
the domain of the spirits. In investigations less attentive to the role of illness
in practitioners’ lives, the motives that elders have declared for their original
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attraction to the tradition have been conflated with the impetus for their entry
to the priesthood. As a result, these studies have tended to assume that elders
sought ocha for the same reasons that they gravitated to Lucumí in the first
place. This has perhaps been inevitable, for the sociological models for interpreting escalating commitment within religious formations have not been formulated with initiatory traditions such as Lucumí in mind. Unfortunately, in
delineating the purported bases for Lucumí ordination—a profound longing
for aesthetic and cultural authenticity, an interest in conceptually innovative
resources for subverting gendered and racialized forms of domination—scholars have unwittingly minimized the issues of pedagogical praxis, cognition, and
affliction, obscuring the complex matrix of ideological operations that precipitate ocha.
It is important to underscore that the issue of conversion, as a change
in belonging and association, has not been neglected in the scholarship on
Lucumí, especially in a handful of fine studies concerning African American practitioners.88 Some of the sociological literature on Cuban immigrants
has illuminated the imperative among these exiles to create community in a
“strange land”—the United States—as a reason for their high rate of conversion between the 1960s through 1980s. Initiation was undoubtedly a part of
their search for gemeinschaft.89 Yet practitioners’ own words about their desire
for ocha itself, or the absence of it, have fallen beneath scrutiny as oral performances, and a disproportionate emphasis on voluntaristic intentionality and
conscious identity formation has continued to dictate the terms of the wider
discussion. Practitioners’ stated ambivalence concerning their own financial
and emotional investment in much-maligned “prohibited epistemologies”
have been either downplayed or dismissed as a refusal to claim their cultural
patrimony. And since Lucumí practitioners do not proselytize, “micropractices
of persuasion” that have gradually convinced them of the spirits’ power, the
elders’ authority, and their need for initiation have seldom attracted the notice
of researchers.90
The most common iteration of the initiation narrative, with its claim
that ocha transpired against the will of the practitioner, may have also militated against its close analysis. In the early scholarship on Lucumí, researchers collected ethnographic data almost exclusively from authoritative senior
Cuban and Puerto Rican practitioners steeped in a lifelong familiarity with
the traditions they came to embrace. Academics collaborated with ritual specialists in rationalizing the practice of their traditions into systems expressive
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of a codified cosmology and consistent worldview.91 In the interest of representing the tradition in a manner that would refute patently racist, sensationalistic accounts and in order to corroborate practitioners’ claims to a
foundational African past that would ennoble them in the present, scholars
moved to cast Lucumí in the mold of familiar monotheisms, accentuating the
beliefs ostensibly to be deduced from practices, and bowdlerizing references
to those that seemed irrational or superstitious according to the hegemonic
“litmus test of legitimacy.”92 To the extent that an informant was portrayed
as wrestling with divinatory mandates and her religious vocation, the story
was cast as a comedy: a series of blunders that ended in a marriage, only in
this case, those joined together in holy matrimony were a divine husband and
human wife.
Moreover, the tendency of scholars themselves to “get hitched” to the
spirits—for to be a bride of the orishas is often to be their “horse,” or possession mount—has also fostered inattention to the typical initiation narrative.
While seldom discussed as a research phenomenon, it has been customary
for scholars to become ordained while gathering data on Black Atlantic religions, and to concede as much in print.93 They have largely been forthcoming
about their “double-consciousness” as both practitioners and academics, to the
point of operationalizing religious dreams, sensations, and encounters in their
analyses.94 Yet, with the exception of Michael Atwood Mason, scholars have
proven averse to tracing their own and others’ gradual implication in AfroCuban traditions.95 More importantly, perhaps, the anomalous circumstances
surrounding their ordinations seem to have colored their depictions of ocha as
a desideratum. The authors of academic monographs have tended to say that
they sought to be initiated out of an affinity with the traditions under examination, combined with an aspiration to obtain ritual expertise and information.96 This situation is decidedly at odds with that of most initiates, for they
overwhelmingly profess to have become priests not because they wanted to,
but because the spirits wanted them.
Finally, the initiation narrative has not occasioned more inquiry due to
its very banality. An ordinary, vernacular form of Lucumí discourse, it has no
place in the compendia of “secrets” that dominate the popular scholarship and
trade publications; its recitation is as easy to take for granted in a house of ocha
as wallpaper, and its prosaic design may seem to be just as monotonous.97 The
writing on Afro-Cuban religions may still be divided into the following, as
delineated by Stephan Palmié,
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three equally distinct genres: the academic monograph, the “eyewitness account,” and the manual de santeria (the latter being one of what
can be considered two distinct types of Afro-Cuban “insider” writing: the libreta, a handwritten or typed notebook containing ritual
and theological information for the writer’s own religious use; and
the manual, a published tract directed at the layperson and containing, characteristically, an exposition of the “true nature of santeria,”
schematic descriptions of the major deities and their attributes, a
few myths, superficial accounts of divination procedures, and some
“magical” recipes for home use).98
While Raul Canizares’s 1993 Walking with the Night: The Afro-Cuban World of
Santeria occasioned these comments, they remain applicable to the subfield.99 Scholars with both personal and ethnographic experience in Lucumí
tend to publish a synthesis of eyewitness account and manual, although
with greater fidelity to the specifics of oracular methods and more erudite ideal-typical accounts of the participant trajectory of practitioners.100
These volumes have furnished invaluable documentary material and theological introspection for the study of Afro-Cuban religions, yet in only the
rare academic monograph has the question of the initiation narrative as a
rhetorical construct, site of ritual performance, or analytical problematic
arisen.101

Toward a Genealogy of the Initiation Narrative
The initiation narrative did not develop in isolation but drew on a range of
preexisting utterance types, three of which it is necessary to mention here. The
first would be the Christian conversion story. Despite the widespread notion
that Saul’s epiphany on the road to Damascus set the template for such stories, historians of Christianity have shown that it did not emerge as a salient
speech genre until the early modern period. As Karl F. Morrison has documented, the idea of conversion as a bolt-of-lightning moment, “a dramatic
peripety,” is a quite recent phenomenon.102 The gradual interpellation by the
gospel or “delayed reaction” to it best exemplified by the Confessions of Augustine of Hippo is congruent with, rather than a deviation from, earlier Christian understandings of conversion. Yet by the time Black Atlantic traditions
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crystallized in the Caribbean and South America, both Roman Catholic and
Protestant conversion narratives, often including the miraculous physical
healing of an injured or ailing penitent, had become widely disseminated, if
not ubiquitous. Afro-Cuban religious practitioners did not elude exposure to
such narratives through popular devotional texts, such as hagiographies, saints’
vitae, apologia, herbal lore, and adages; religious practices (such as pilgrimage);
and oral traditions associated with holy sites.103
Other possible precedents for the Lucumí initiation narrative are older
Afro-Cuban modes of religious self-narration, including rhetorical forms that
originated within Bantu drums of affliction, called ngoma. In contemporary
ngoma and for centuries previously, the motive for participation has been cited
as infirmity, identified by a diviner as a call to service from the spirits, “both the
cause and the cure” of the sufferer’s malady.104 As John Janzen writes,
The [presenting] complaints [later] become stories, personal testimonials, that are repeated through song-dances within the ngoma cell
composed of the sufferer-novice’s therapist-teacher and all of his or
her novices. . . . In repeated ngoma sessions the individual develops a
song-story that interprets and culturally legitimates his understanding of the world.105
Most slaves brought to Cuba between the sixteenth and the late eighteenth
centuries were Central African, and scholars have speculated that one iteration
of ngoma, the Lemba healing society, may have traveled with them and spread
throughout the New World.106 The crystallization of Yorùbá-based Lucumí
in Cuba followed long after that of several Kongo-inspired variants of Palo
Monte, and it is quite possible that, as multiple initiatory commitments among
practitioners became normative, Lucumí incorporated and operationalized
aspects of the ngoma song-story. Although the relation of its initiates’ stories
has not been accompanied by music or formally ritualized otherwise, their
narrative contents and stylistic features—including the chronotopic invocation of paths and the emplotment of autobiography as metamorphosis—would
reward comparison with those collected from ngoma practitioners.107
Indeed, the most obvious point of convergence between such “drums” and
Afro-Cuban traditions is their galvanization of the afflicted in propitiatory
and commemorative ceremonial action that “re-stories” suffering as a godsend. Practitioners of the latter have tended to be initiated into Palo Monte
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before Lucumí, and these traditions cooperate to instill in devotees a sense of
indebtedness to their contrapuntally structured ritual complexes. Those initiated into either, or both, as a result of infirmity have presented almost identical symptoms in oral histories, and cast themselves as “wounded surgeon[s].”108
Once cured of their most pernicious ailments, initiates are obliged to apply
their talents and energies to the collective search for wellbeing. In initiation
narratives, elders say that they have paid their dues—in blood, sweat, tears,
and other effluvia—to bolster their “professional qualification[s]” as healers,
and equally, as a means of grappling with illness as the “most unbeautiful” of
aesthetic objects.109 This, too, echoes the purpose of testimonials in ngoma.
However, Lucumí practitioners have not only incorporated recalcitrant idioms developed in eastern Cuba and central Africa; they have also altered them
to reflect the historico-political context. It seems clear that the widespread
stigma attached to Afro-Atlantic religions shaped discursive practices in addition to institutional norms. Since the late-nineteenth century, to state a desire
for Lucumí initiation has been tantamount to rejecting God as well as science.
Both the popular press and academic scholarship have placed the onus on practitioners to differentiate their practices from those of brujería, or witchcraft. In
what was perhaps the first public defense of Lucumí, in July 1913—exactly one
year after the massacre of over three thousand Afro-Cubans in a “race war”—
a certain Fernando Guerra circulated a manifesto addressed to the president
of Cuba and Havana’s mayor, among other government officials, and “to the
general public.” On behalf of practitioners, Guerra conceded the existence of
brujería but distanced Lucumí from it, exhorting journalists to aid the authorities
in distinguishing between the two. Asserting that practitioners had not abandoned Catholicism, he nevertheless inveighed against infringements on their
constitutional rights, declaring, “despite the fact that our ancestors are African,
we do not practice brujería, nor do we use the objects required for its rituals, and
if we practice the Lucumí religion, it is to console our suffering on this earth.”110
The source of Afro-Cubans’ suffering was left up to readers to infer.
Guerra was not a lone voice in the wilderness. He was secretary, and later
became president, of the Cabildo Africano Lucumí/Sociedad de Santa Bárbara, “the twentieth-century reincarnation of the great Changó Tedún, the
most widely remembered and important Lucumí cabildo in Cuba’s history,”
with a vast “institutional reach and diverse membership.”111 Guerra was a liaison between his cabildo and other mutual aid societies and represented them
both to the general public. Guerra corresponded with Fernando Ortiz, as well
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as with other members of the Cuban intelligentsia and literati. As a small
group of Cuban- and African-born initiates strove to consolidate authority,
standardize protocols for rituals such as ocha, and ascertain the issues on which
distinct lineages could agree to disagree in the early twentieth century, they also
collaborated on what—pardoning the anachronism—closely resembles a public
relations strategy. A witch-hunting craze had begun in 1904 after a white toddler was abducted and murdered just outside of Havana. A “witch doctor” and
his so-called accomplices, who had become acquainted through a local cabildo,
were accused of extracting her heart and blood to restore an ex-slave’s health.
Seven were eventually convicted, with two sentenced to death, and the rest to
harsh prison sentences. Similar cases followed over the next two decades, inciting angry mobs to try, and occasionally succeed in, lynching alleged brujos.112 No
initiate—whether Lucumí, Palo, or Abakuá—was above suspicion.
Touted as Cuba’s foremost expert on brujería, Ortiz had advocated in 1906
for its elimination as a contagious disease or parasite enervating the body of
the fledgling nation, and Guerra was responsible for courting him in hopes of
modifying his diagnosis.113 Guerra appealed to his ambition by sending him
exclusive, as-yet-unpublished information on Lucumí practices—such as bàtá
drumming—and to his vanity by granting him privileged access to the Sociedad de Santa Bárbara, even offering him an honorary presidency in 1911.114
Guerra and his counterparts in other cabildos recognized the threats posed
to the religion by new forms of media spectacle and consumption, technical
improvements in state surveillance mechanisms, and the advent of a “scientific” criminological discourse that marshaled “life-history documents,” such
as autobiographical accounts, in the study and prosecution of populations
branded mentally defective or morally delinquent.115 In boldly worded broadsides, Guerra waged his rhetorical campaign by admitting that his interlocutors
had grounds for opprobrium, then ingeniously shifting its targets. Attuned to
the prevalence of epidemiological metaphors in the political discourse of his
day, Guerra denounced the notion that Lucumí initiates harmed others for
physical cures and identified “the microbes infecting [Cuba’s] social body” as
corruption, ignorance, and prejudice.116
Accounts of initiation and other modes of self-narration among the
founders of modern-day Lucumí await further research. Yet it stands to reason
that Guerra and his peers endeavored to portray their religious commitment as
a response to their own suffering in terms reminiscent of Christian apologetics,
at least when acting as criminal-cum-ethnographic informants. Moreover, it
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appears that their efforts contributed to the adoption of the “unchosen choice”
as a rhetorical convention among successive generations of priests, whether at
the bidding of immediate elders, as a deliberate act of emulative self-fashioning,
or due to the attainment of competence in this conversational register through
everyday familiarity with its performance. Lest such an intimate relationship
between practitioners and texts sound far-fetched, initiates have creatively
appropriated the classic mid-century ethnographies of William Bascom and
Lydia Cabrera, revising their own discursive practices—particularly in ritual
registers such as divination and praise-singing—in light of their engagement
with these “canonical” volumes.117 The leap from the page to the tongue has
proven to be a short one for adepts, especially when the eminent personages
quoted have appeared in their ancestral prayers (moyuba).
Practitioners’ narrative approach to the pain they endured prior to ocha
also bears traces of the historico-political forces and discursive formations
that produced Lucumí. As noted above, initiates have shown a propensity
for itemizing the symptoms of illnesses that doctors failed to ameliorate and
accentuating their incomprehension in the face of intractable ailments. In the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Cuban medical establishment
conspired with the emerging disciplines of ethnography and criminology to
impute moral pathologies to “atavistic others,” chiefly lower-class women,
persons of African descent, and practitioners of Afro-Cuban religions.118 The
“truth effects” of “social hygiene” discourses remain, and continue to have
consequences for subaltern populations; the persistent effects of discredited
discourses cannot be understood merely with reference to explicitly stated
exclusionary and discriminatory policies.119 It should come as no surprise, then,
that a speech genre elaborated by Lucumí priests has consistently rejected the
central claim of medical science to be able to read the body. Their stories of
initiation have bristled with “metacomplaints” concerning the systematic delegitimation of their subjective experience, and they have cataloged the myriad
ways that medical science has failed to assist them in mastering the quandary
of corporeality.120
Practitioners have limned the almost unverbalizable severity of their
symptoms in terms that gesture toward somatic and semantic excess—“I felt very
tired . . . very bad”—and faulted doctors for a startling dearth of understanding.121
The impotence of physicians, usually held in esteem as “paragons of learning
and virtue,” has functioned as a rhetorical foil for both the orishas’ power and
that of Lucumí as a ritual technology and structure of signification superior to
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medical science.122 This is not to insinuate, however, that the narrators have
always secretly longed for ocha while telling their interlocutors otherwise. It is,
instead, to historicize their speech practices and pursue the logic of their statements, instead of—with all the exasperation of Tato’s doctor—referring them
to psychiatrists.123 The “language-game” of pain presupposes that the sensations
others claim to feel cannot be externally verified, and it is beyond the scope of
this article to assess any given story as a fact or record of true life experience.
What the expression of pain may reliably denote, however, is an attempt to
assign meaning to and operationalize affliction, particularly as a confirmation
of the spirits’ reality and power. In recounting initiation stories, priests have
shown their interlocutors how to articulate, and therefore comprehend, the
spirits’ role in their wellbeing. These narratives thus have redounded to the
conversion of speakers and listeners alike into religious subjects.

Conclusion
In the foregoing, I asserted that initiation narratives not only constitute
a speech genre but also play a major role in habituating practitioners to the
intersubjective frames of reference employed by Lucumí initiates to interpret
pivotal experiences, particularly as media for communication with the spirits. Far from idle chitchat, these stories have helped to enlarge the tradition
by persuading interlocutors of the reality of the orishas, and the efficacy of
rituals deemed to be felicitous, especially when formerly profane objects are
consecrated and endowed with agency. In relating anecdotes about their preinitiatory struggles, priests have celebrated what is seen as the spirits’ complete
ownership of comparatively weak human bodies and capacity to override any
conceivable opposition to their divine will. The subtext of practitioners’ recollections has been that Lucumí’s ritual protocols provide a uniquely potent
channel for the spirits’ energy, as harnessed by their authoritative representatives. Although it behooves us to acknowledge that speech genres spring partly
from pre-existing sources, it bears repeating that priests’ stories do not simply
mobilize narrative formulae concerning religious transformation. They have
themselves been ideologically transformative. This has surely been the most
consequential social effect of initiation narratives.
The significance of religious narratives that are not “sacred”—not myths,
praise-songs, or oracular speech—must be fleshed out in order for scholars
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to develop a more sensitive approach to religious subjectivity as progressively embodied, and to the relations of force obtaining in the most casual
of verbal exchanges. To this end, the argument I advanced here drew on
assiduously collected oral histories, an underexploited resource in the study
of Africana religions, to illustrate the prevalence of affliction, rather than
desire, as the main catalyst for initiation in practitioners’ stories. I identified
some precedents for the initiates’ self-representations, and showed that they
have woven their experiences into narrative patterns that appear to manifest divine intentionality. I then demonstrated that their testimonials have
been both descriptive and prescriptive, not simply reporting the details surrounding individual initiations, but also acting to pull interlocutors toward
an understanding of themselves as implicated within the world of the spirits.
The main incentive for scholars to conduct studies along these lines is that a
better grasp on Africana traditions’ mechanisms of socialization would offer
insight not only into the logic of their ritual practices, but also into the ways
that everyday speech genres have lent cohesion to religious identities, and
meaning to unutterable pain.
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N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2005), 106.
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Yukaghirs (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), 156. Occasionally this
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cultos “lucumís” (La Habana, Cuba: Editorial Caribe, 1942). Among the more recent
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Santería (New York: Ediciones Cubamerica: 1978); Donna Rose, Santería,the CubanAfrican Magical System (Hialeah, Fla.: Mi-World, 1980); Julio García Cortez (Obbá
Bí), El Santo (la Ocha): secretos de la religión Lucumí (Miami: Ediciones Universal, 1983);
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Alpizar and Damián París’ Santería cubana: mito y realidad (Madrid: Ediciones Martínez Roca, 2004). Venezuelan author Héctor Izaguirre has published a series
of short pamphlets, including Los tambores de Africa en América (Caracas: Editorial
Panapo, 1997) and Kori-Koto Yemayá: Dada Baldone, Obañeñe, Los Ibeyis; sexualidad, maternidad (Caracas: Editorial Panapo, 1998). This series combines the manual and the
libreta form, in much the same manner as those of the American babaláwo Awo
Fá’Lokun Fatunmbi concerning different orishas.
Raul Canizares, Walking with the Night: The Afro-Cuban World of Santeria (Rochester,
VT: Destiny Books, 1993). In Moreno Vega’s The Altar of My Soul: The Living
Traditions of Santería and Luisah Teish’s Jambalaya: The Natural Woman’s Book of Personal
Charms and Practical Rituals (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1985), the eyewitness
account assumes the form of a memoir, and borrows discursive modes from both
the academic monograph and manual.
The “eyewitness account” also often attempts to explain the development of
Lucumí as a tradition, as well as reveal its true nature or essence, as opposed
to the distortions of wayward fellow practitioners or the general public. See
Miguel A. De La Torre, Santería: The Beliefs and Rituals of a Growing Religion in America
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2004) and Mary Ann Clark,
Santeria: Correcting the Myths and Uncovering the Realities of a Growing Religion (Westport,
Conn.: Praeger Publishers, 2007). Migene González-Wippler’s Santería: African
Magic in Latin America (New York: Julian Press, 1973) and Santería: The Religion (St.
Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn Press, 1989) both relied overmuch on Cabrera’s research
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This is also the case for monographs focused, in large part, on religious language
and the acquisition of ritual vocabulary as part of practitioners’ socialization into
ritual contexts and communities, such as Andrés Isidoro Pérez y Mena’s Speaking
with the Dead: Development of Afro-Latin Religion among Puerto Ricans in the United States
(New York: AME Press, Inc., 1991).
Karl F. Morrison, Understanding Conversion (Charlottesville and London:
University Press of Virginia, 2002), xii. I suspect that the instantaneous conversion may owe much to television and filmic portrayals of the process, with
their time-lapse photography encapsulations of human experience. Morrison
writes that the term “conversion” originally referred to the process by which
art was restored to a pristine state through a process of cleansing and reconstruction. Ibid., xiii.
In many European cultures not only conversion itself, but also special devotion
to particular saints, is still cast as the result of mysterious illness, either cured
or ameliorated through the intercession of a beatified or canonized personage.
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